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Abstract
This work proposes Vertex- and Edge-Balanced Ordering (VEBO): balance the number of edges and the number of unique destinations of those edges. VEBO balances edges and vertices for graphs with a power-law degree distribution, and ensures an equal degree distribution between partitions. Experimental evaluation on three shared-memory graph processing systems (Ligra, Polymer and GraphGrind) shows that VEBO achieves excellent load balance and improves performance by 1.09× over Ligra, 1.41× over Polymer and 1.65× over GraphGrind, compared to their respective partitioning algorithms, averaged across 8 algorithms and 7 graphs. VEBO improves GraphGrind performance with a speedup of 2.9× over Ligra on average.

CCS Concepts • Computing methodologies → Shared memory algorithms; • Computer systems organization → Multicore architectures;

1 Introduction
Parallel graph processing is prone to workload imbalance due to the skewed interconnection structure of graphs [1, 9, 10]. Most graph processing systems use simple, constant-time [5] or linear-time [4, 6, 8] algorithms to assign work to threads due to the size of the graph. These algorithms are prone to introducing load imbalance [1, 9]. Load imbalance mainly results from inappropriately placing the few vertices that have very high connectivity.

This work proposes a solution to the load balance problem in shared memory system by proposing VEBO, a novel algorithm for distributing graph processing across threads. The algorithm leverages graph partitioning, which is increasingly used in shared memory systems [6, 8, 9]. Moreover, the algorithm runs in linear time as function of the size of the graph and logarithmic time as a function of the number of partitions.

VEBO balances the number of edges and the number of distinct destination vertices per partition to obtain a well-balanced workload while minimizing the computational complexity of graph partitioning. These optimization goals can be achieved in linear-time. In contrast, prior work often aims to jointly balance the number of edges per partition while minimizing the number of partitions where each vertex appears (vertex replication) [2]. No algorithms are known that solve this problem exactly and heuristics leave significant room for optimization [2].

A key motivation for VEBO is provided by the classification of GraphGrind [6], which distinguishes between edge-oriented algorithms and vertex-oriented algorithms [6]. Edge-oriented algorithms, like PageRank, strongly favour balanced edge counts. In contrast, vertex-oriented algorithms, like Breadth-First Search, perform an amount of computation proportional to the number of vertices and strongly favour balanced vertex counts. Performance can be affected by as much as 40% if the wrong partitioning heuristic is used [6]. VEBO achieves both balanced edge and vertex counts, catering for both classes of algorithms.

2 The VEBO Algorithm
VEBO follows an approach similar to the multi-processor job scheduling heuristic [3]: place a set of objects in order of decreasing size, for each object selecting the least-loaded partition. We adapt the algorithm to balance both the number of objects (vertices) and their size (degree).

The VEBO algorithm consists of three phases: In the first phase, VEBO assigns vertices with non-zero in-degree in order of decreasing in-degree. This is performed in two steps in order to maintain any spatial locality that may exist in the original vertex IDs. First we determine how many vertices should be assigned to each partition using the multiprocessor scheduling heuristic. Then we place the required number of vertices according to their increasing original IDs. This achieves a near-equal edge count and in-degree distribution in each partition. In the second phase, zero-degree vertices are placed. These vertices do not affect edge balance. As such, we aim to maintain vertex balance during their placement. We follow a similar two-step approach to maintain locality. The third phase reorders the vertices. It assigns new sequence numbers to the vertices such that each partition consists of contiguous vertex IDs and rewrites the graph data structures. Further details are provided in [7].
Figure 1. Execution time and micro-architectural statistics per partition or per thread for PR with Friendster. Measured on GraphGrind using 384 partitions. Thread $t$ executes partitions $8t$ to $8t + 7$. Architectural statistics expressed in misses per thousand instructions (MPKI).

3 Evaluation

We evaluate the performance on a 4-socket 2.6GHz Intel Xeon E7-4860 v2 machine, totaling 48 threads and 256 GB of DRAM. We disregard hyperthreading. We compile all codes using the Clang 4.9 compiler with Cilk support.

3.1 Load Balance and Locality

VEBO balances execution at the micro-architectural level, e.g., miss rates for caches (Figure 1). We observed that VEBO improves memory locality for the majority of the graphs, as the cache statistics are reduced (Figure 1b). VEBO improves each partition’s locality performance but this is compensated by improved load balance. Compared to original order graph, VEBO ensures each partition has a balanced cache miss. Figure 1 shows the load balance translates to run-time statistics on the PR algorithm for Friendster graph. Figure 1a shows the execution time for each of the 384 partitions. There is a large variation on the execution time for the original graph, e.g., from $1.73 \text{s}$ per iteration to $3.37 \text{s}$.

3.2 Balanced Degree Distributions

Besides balancing vertices and edges, VEBO also balances the degree distribution in each partition. We calculated the power law exponent ($\alpha$) for each partition using a least-squares fit (Figure 2a). A sizeable proportion of partitions in the original graph are a bad fit to the power-law distribution. Partitions of the original graph have widely varying degree distributions, while VEBO ensures partitions have equal degree distribution.

The skewness of the degree distribution impacts on execution time. We plot how execution time varies with $\alpha$ and indicate which partitions are a bad fit to the power-law distribution (Figure 2b). For the partitions that fit well, a general trend emerges that execution time increases with increasing $\alpha$. Higher $\alpha$ values imply that there are more low-degree vertices, which confirms that low-degree vertices require more processing time than high-degree vertices.

Figure 2. Power law exponent of in-degree distribution per partition. Bad Fit means these $\alpha$ points with high sum of squared errors do not fit the power law distribution.

4 Conclusion

The established heuristic to balance the processing time of graph partitions is to create edge-balanced partitions. Edge-balanced alone does not create good load balance. Considering vertex-balance along with edge-balance improves load balance significantly. Moreover, we show that minimizing edge cut or vertex replication is not necessary on shared memory systems. We present VEBO, a vertex reordering algorithm for joint vertex, edge and degree distribution balancing and demonstrate that it achieves excellent load balance.
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